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Track and Trace: 
Basis of the supply 

Dramatic episodes, such as the BSE and the Foot and Mouth crises, show how important it is to

be in possession of all the information relating to the history of a consumer product – where it

came from, where and how it was processed, what checks and tests were made, and so on.

The lack of data, and the lack of access to data, in the cases above, exacerbated an

already serious situation.

In other branches, too, such as car and electronics manufacturing, ‘Track and Trace’ 

of components is considered a critical and essential factor in the success of the operation.

Quality assurance and logistics management are often only introduced or tightened after 

lack of control has caused incidents that were not only costly, but which also resulted in a 

significant  loss of prestige for the company and damage to the product brand. Despite this, 

such incidents continue to occur, those in the automotive and food industries receiving
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and product chain

particularly close media scrutiny and the attendant unwelcome (for the company involved)

publicity.

But it is not only big-ticket crises that deserve attention. Many operations are slowly bled by

frequent problems (and costs) brought on by partial and poor control in production processes that

account for loss in performance, yield and production output.

To secure quality and minimize risks, there are several courses of action that a company can

take, covering well known areas such as quality assurance in the supply chain as well as in

production and logistics.

Industry has learned that instant access to a full suite of Track & Trace information is

essential in order to make decisions right through the supply chain – as a product moves from its

origin to the consumer. ABB’s IndustrialIT for Track and Trace provides a solution for this.
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uality is usually affected by a

combination of raw material

variability and the reliability of the

processes applied throughout the

production and supply chain. Thus, the

ultimate solution would be to capture all

relevant information and provide real-

time management support. Performed

on-line and integrated to cover the

whole product chain, this would give the

company appropriate control of its entire

value chain. In order to handle the large

amount of information that needs to be

captured and stored, a high degree of

automation and integration with the

processes is required, the dimensions of

which exceed the capabilities of existing

information systems such as ERP, WMS,

etc. 

Through collaboration with

companies which  emphasize high

product quality and quality assurance,

the outline for a solution to this problem

was identified, designed and imple-

mented. Based upon the experience and

results from those implementations,

products and services were developed

that  are now being introduced to

selected customers in the Consumer

Industries market. This is IndustrialIT for

Track and Trace.

ABB IndustrialIT for 

Track & Trace 

As a key element of its business strategy,

ABB has committed itself to a broad

program of product development and

positioning under the ‘Industrial IT’

umbrella. This will increase standardiza-

tion of products as ‘building blocks’ of

larger solutions while building in

functionality that will allow multiple

products to interact seamlessly as

components of real-time automation and

information systems. IndustrialIT for

Track and Trace falls under this

umbrella.

In order to achieve the appropriate

control of a production and supply

chain, information should be monitored

and captured in three different areas

(platforms): Production, Quality and

Logistics. Each of these platforms must

be easy customizable to the individual

client’s products and processes. The

necessary quality requirements must be

able to be adapted to enterprise and

customer standards as they evolve. The

platforms must be integrated not only

with the process environment (machines,

etc) but also with all enterprise

management systems (Financial, ERP,

etc) and all relevant support systems for

planning, logistics, and so on.

As the information systems

environment in most companies is often,

in reality, complex and rigid, the

platforms should be flexible. They must

have a very adaptable interface and they

must be able to provide additional logic

to transform and adapt the information

which is to be integrated. 

The platforms must also be able to

provide not only full management

capabilities right through the production

chain, but also communication with

participating systems and operators. An

implementation in an existing production

environment must be made so as to 

co-exist with, rather than be a substitute

for, existing systems. 

Q
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Technology for IndustrialIT for

Track & Trace

The ABB Track & Trace products

themselves are based on transaction

handling in a database environment,

where the transaction engine is used to

operate automatic processes such as data

capture and communication. In order to

support automated processes and

achieve 100% reliability, the main logic

resides in the database and every event

can be triggered, and action executed,

within the database without the partici-

pation of any external program . 

The software is equipped with a

version-protected user interface with

built-in tools for customizing user

interfaces (individual screens and logic)

as well as a database (settings and

configurations). All settings are saved in

the database for upgrade and support

purposes. 

The solution is based on MS-SQL

Server and is fully compatible with

Microsoft standards. Access to

information and executing database logic

can be achieved from any other system

(MS-Office, Web, Virtual Basic, Java

applications, etc)

Communication can be text-based

(XML, EDI, etc) or via direct access to

the database (remote operated logic).

The basic software is fully maintained

and supported by ABB. 

A number of options and functions

are available as add-ins or add-ons to

ensure cost-efficient implementation and

a high degree of re-use. Sales and

implementation will be promoted

through  a special training program that

will be available to ABB companies.  

Implementing IndustrialIT

for Track & Trace

A number of services have been

developed to provide efficient design

and implementation of customized

solutions. To identify the appropriate

solution for the customer’s enterprise

needs and to provide information for

decision-making purposes, pre-projects

are performed based upon a well-

defined methodology (workshops,

checklists, etc). Pre-projects can also be

performed on a corporate level to create

an enterprise-wide ‘standard’. This

‘standard’ can be distributed and

maintained as a specific customer edition

by using the so-called VersionProtect

functionality. At the same time, it may be

modified and customized subject to

special conditions (processes, products

and levels of integration, etc).           

At ELLO, the Swedish abattoir

operation, IndustrialIT for Track & Trace

has been successfully used to achieve

100% control of production and logistics

. In ELLO, every product is tagged to

permit instant, multidimensional track

and trace. Every animal that is processed

is identified and checked on arrival, and

information such as age, origin and

history is stored in the central database.

After processing, every part of the animal

is labeled and sent to a warehouse prior

to shipping. All information regarding

quality, inspections, laboratory tests and

weight is collected and added to the

records. Products are assigned on-screen

to the appropriate customer order, and

shipment routines automatically perform

handling and order validation.

Extended logistics track how the

animals were brought to the plant.

Additional information on products can

be automatically forwarded to the

customer to establish full control

throughout the process chain – from the

beginning through the finished-food

processing to the consumer.

Solutions based on IndustrialIT for

Track & Trace technology are already

involved in the production of branded

high-quality products, like hamburgers

for McDonalds (Farlo), and the use of

this technology will spread rapidly as

industry takes full control of its product

and supply chains.
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